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YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation Centre
YODA’s R3 (Rescue, Rehab, Release or Rehome) Program

Over 100 animals are abandoned or injured on the streets of Mumbai Navi Mumbai & Thane each 
month. Most of these animals get left as t they are without notice or treatment for days until the injury 
becomes detrimental or even fatal. 

YODA was initiated in 2010 to work towards solving this problem. The organization started by 
conducting awareness programs in schools, slums, residential societies and various communities to 
educate individuals about what to do when they see a stray animal in distress. 

In 2016, we set up our shelter in Khar West, Mumbai to efficiently attend to such animals in distress and 
give them prompt treatment and rehabilitation via best in class medical and behavioral rehabilitation  
services. This is where we defined and implemented our R3 Program.



With the R3 program, we ensure each animal is efficiently rehabilitated & released or rehomed within a 
span of 25 days. 

YODA has an ambulance that runs 7 days a week to attend to animals who require on or off-site 
treatment. The ambulance driver is accompanied by professional animal catcher and trainee vet. 

The Khar shelter can accommodate 60-80 animals to stay overnight and attends to over 500 stray 
animals a month for free of charge OPD.

YODA works across Mumbai city, Navi Mumbai, and Thane

Each animal is provided with best medical care and is evaluated post treatment to decide if he/she is to 
be released or rehomed given the circumstances. 

YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation Centre



YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation Centre
YODA’s R2 Program (Rear & Rehome)

Over 150 infant puppies & kittens  are orphaned each month across Maharashtra each month. 

YODA trains families to rear infant animals until they are fit for rehoming.

We have a network of 50+ foster families who have been trained and are available to us for the rearing 

program.

YODA has a strict & efficient adoption process (interview, interaction, inspection) which ensures each 

infant is adopted by a suitable family who can look after all their needs perfectly.

YODA gets over 100 animals successfully adopted each month. 



YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation Centre
YODA’s OPD Program

YODA is open 6 days a week for free of cost OPD for homeless animals. 

We have 2 senior vets along with 5 rotating trainee vets through the week

We treat over 500 animals each month 

This is inclusive of consultation, medication & surgery



YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation Centre
YODA’s ABC Program

There are over 1 Lakh stray dogs across Mumbai and they are only multiplying. 

20,000 individuals die each year in India due to Rabies from stray dog bites. 

In order to help the city reduce the number of stray and rabid animals, YODA vaccinates are sterilizes 

over 100 dogs & cats each month with the best medical laparoscopic technology which is quick, 

minimal pain, and safe for male and female dogs & cats. 



YODA’s Khar 
Rehabilitation Centre

Located in the heart of the 
City - a shelter that can 
accommodate 60 -80 animals 
(predominantly dogs & cats)

3 Vets trained by the best Vet 
in the City Dr Umesh Karkare

We have 10 dedicated Centre 
staffs to ensure proper care 
24/7

All our staff are trained for 
emergencies. 

The shelter has air-
conditioned enclosures with  
scientifically designed kennels 
to ensure hygiene and  space.

2 fully equipped ambulances 
for emergency and transport. 



YODA’s Khar Rehabilitation 
Centre



Vets in Action



YODA Ambulance Injured Dog Kennels OPD Room Emergency Room



Our Journey So Far…

3000+ Dogs & 
Cats Sterilized

4000+ Successful 
Surgeries done 

80,00,000  meals 
provided to 2000 
+ stray animals till 

date

7000+  
Vaccinations done 

till date 

150 + Awareness 
sessions 

conducted on 
Animal Welfare

10,000+ 
Successful 
Adoptions 



Corporate & Individual Support



Corporate & Individual Support


